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ABSTRACT

Deep Speech Enhancement Challenge is the 5th edition of deep noise
suppression (DNS) challenges organized at ICASSP 2023 Signal
Processing Grand Challenges. DNS challenges were organized dur-
ing 2019-2023 to stimulate research in deep speech enhancement
(DSE) [1]. Previous DNS challenges were organized at INTER-
SPEECH 2020, ICASSP 2021, INTERSPEECH 2021, and ICASSP
2022. From prior editions, we learnt that improving signal quality
(SIG) is challenging particularly in presence of simultaneously ac-
tive interfering talkers and noise. This challenge aims to develop
models for joint denosing, dereverberation and suppression of in-
terfering talkers. When primary talker wears a headphone, certain
acoustic properties of their speech such as direct-to-reverberation
(DRR), signal to noise ratio (SNR) etc. make it possible to sup-
press neighboring talkers even without enrollment data for primary
talker. This motivated us to create two tracks for this challenge:
(i) Track-1 Headset; (ii) Track-2 Speakerphone. Both tracks has
fullband (48kHz) training data and testset, and each testclips has a
corresponding enrollment data (10-30s duration) for primary talker.
Each track invited submissions of personalized and non-personalized
models all of which are evaluated through same subjective evalua-
tion. Most models submitted to challenge were personalized mod-
els, same team is winner in both tracks where the best models has
improvement of 0.145 and 0.141 in challenge’s Score as compared
to noisy blind testset.

Index Terms— Deep Speech Enhancement, Personalized P.835,
Perceptual Speech Quality, Personalized Noise Suppression

1. INTRODUCTION

Deep Speech Enhancement (DSE) models perform significantly
better than their classical counterparts [1–6]. We open-sourced
training datasets and test sets, Personalized ITU-T P.835 subjec-
tive evaluation framework [7] as part of the previous DNS chal-
lenges. Our GitHub repository1 open-sourced Personalized and
Non-personalized DNSMOS P.835 [8] and word accuracy (WAcc)
APIs to empower iterative model improvements for teams articipat-
ing in the challenge. This reduces the barrier to entry in field and
provides standard tools for evaluation of DSE models. Like previous
challenges, each track has two testsets: (i) development (dev) test set
which was released at the beginning of the challenge; (ii) blind test
set released a few days before the final challenge deadline. While
dev testset enables intermediate model evaluations, blind set is used
for final ranking of models based on challenge metric (Score). Reg-
istration and submission of enhanced clips was done through CMT
site https://cmt3.research.microsoft.com/DNSChallenge2023, cloud

1 https://github.com/microsoft/DNS-Challenge

storage and Azure Blobs as per participant’s preference. Questions
related to challenge can be sent to dns challenge@microsoft.com.

In this challenge, participants could use any datasets including
external corpora, challenge training datasets to do model training.
We do not prohibit the use of headset corpora for training speak-
erphone models and vice versa. Participants were required to de-
scribe the datasets used for training their models in sufficient de-
tail in their extended journal papers, and provide a brief coverage
in 2-page ICASSP grand challenge paper. Challenge website https:
//aka.ms/5th-dns-challenge has details of scope and requirements;
definitions of algorithmic latency, processing latency, causal model,
Real-time factor (RTF) and associated challenge rules; and name of
winning teams etc. We verified whether the top models are real-
time or not and provide this information on our website. Verifica-
tion was done with a NRT testset which contains clips with over-
lapping segments. Previous challenge websites are linked at https:
//aka.ms/dns-challenge.

We introduced the following changes in this challenge: (i) there
are two tracks: Headset, and Speakerphone both has desktop and
mobile recordings in testsets; (ii) All testclips in both tracks has 10-
30s enrollment speech (primary talker) with or without noise; (iii)
Personalized P.835 framework is improved and now includes voice
recognition, robust spam filtering and more accurate evaluation of
enhanced testclips with noise and neighboring talkers; (iv) Personal-
ized P.835 framework uses cleaned enrollment speech which was en-
hanced using a non-causal model. Cleaned enrollment speech helps
human rater perform subjective evaluation more consistently.; (v)
Personalized and non-personalized models for a track were sent to
same subjective evaluation and ranked together, i.e. personalized
and non-personalized models are treated alike and compared against
each other. (vi) Track-1 and Track-2 has their separate subjective
evaluations to ensure we have headset testclips evaluated together,
and speakerphone testclips evaluated together.

Most of the models submitted to challenge were personalized
models. Winning teams in both tracks have similar ranking in each
track. We invited challenge participants to submit their Preference-2
models which were not sent for subjective evaluation. These en-
hanced clips are expected to be used in semi-supervised training of
personalized DNSMOS P.835.

2. CHALLENGE TRACKS

Enhancing speech quality (i.e., eliminating speech distortion) and
suppressing noise, reverberation and neighboring talkers are two
trade-offs DSE models must handle. DSE models submitted to chal-
lenge were supposed to do joint denoising and dereverberation in
presence of neighboring (interfering) talkers. The goal is to enhance
audio signal and preserve the primary talker while suppressing the
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neighboring talkers, noise, and reverberation. All datasets used in
this challenge were full band (48 kHz). It aimed to study headset
and speakerphone DSE in separate tracks thereby creating possibil-
ity of new insights. Acoustic properties of headset scenarios can be
leveraged in developing models for suppressing neighboring talkers
without enrollment speech. Non-personalized model not requiring
enrollment speech are suitable for consumers/industry with strict
privacy requirements.

This challenge has two tracks: Track-1 Headset; Track-2 Speak-
erphone. Dev and blind testset for both tracks were different. The
testsets were collected using similar procedure except that the Track-
1 testsets were collected using Headset devices while Track-2 test-
sets were collected using Speakerphone devices. Each test clip in
both tracks has enrollment speech with 30s duration. The enroll-
ment speech can be noise-free or noisy and with or without reverber-
ation. This facilitates multi-condition enrollment of primary talk-
ers which serves as a measure of robustness for personalized mod-
els which use enrollment speech as additional input for enhancing
the testclips. Participants could choose to work on models with
speaker enrollment or without it for one or both tracks. Each team
was asked to submit 1-4 models depending on what models they
trained. Each participating team could submit a maximum of one
personalized and one non-personalized model for each track, e.g., a
team can submit one personalized and one non-personalized model
for Track 1 but not two personalized or two non-personalized model
for Track 1. Similarly, another team could submit 4 models, per-
sonalized and non-personalized model for Track 1 and personalized
and non-personalized model for Track 2. This rule facilitates almost
equal representation of personalized and non-personalized models,
and also similar participation in both tracks.

While submitting the blind set enhanced clips, participants
were asked to submit their preference for models submitted in each
Track, e.g. they had to assign Preference-1 to their best model and
Preference-2 to their second best model in each track. From the sub-
jective evaluation of dev testsets, we noticed that subjective results
were taking several days of time to get back the results. Also, very
large batches of enhanced testclips may also results in some incon-
sistency in evaluation results. We used Preference-1 clips from all
teams in both tracks for final evaluation based on enhanced blind set.
Preference-2 enhanced clips could be leveraged in semi-supervised
training of Personalized DNSMOS (PDNSMOS) P.835 model or
in another subjective evaluation for generating labels for training
of PDNSMOS P.835. All models for a track were evaluated and
ranked together i.e., both personalized and non-personalized mod-
els for Track 1 went through one subjective evaluation. Similarly,
for Track 2, all models in one subjective evaluation. Participants
were encouraged to conduct experiments with both personalized and
non-personalized models to elucidate the benefits of personalization.
Though, this was not a requirement for this challenge.

3. CHALLENGE DATASETS

3.1. Training Data

We used a machine learning model for extracting the near-field
headset-like clean speech which is released as clean speech for
headset track. We used entire clean speech from 4th DNS Challenge
as clean speech for speakerphone track. Noise dataset and impulse
responses are same as in 4th DNS Challenge [1]. Participants can re-
use near-field clean speech in Track 1 by convolving it with impulse
responses for generating the training data for Track 2. The provided
datasets include different languages with talker and device variety.

We also provide speaker ID information for all clean speech clips to
facilitate development of personalized models for both tracks. We
also provide code for extracting speaker embeddings based on state-
of-the-art ECAPA-TDNN embeddings trained on Voxceleb [9–11].
Along with clean speech, we added clean speech with emotions such
as crying, yelling, laughter, or singing to training data. Entire train-
ing set consists of clean speech clips in English and 10 non-English
languages.

Clean speech in the Track-2 training set is a total of 760.53
hours: read speech (562.72 hours), singing voice (8.80 hours), emo-
tional speech (3.6 hours), Chinese Mandarin (185.41 hours). Track-
1 clean speech is obtained by doing near-end speech extraction on
Track-2 dataset. Clean speech has four subsets: (i) Read speech
recorded in clean conditions; (ii) Singing clean speech; (iii) Emo-
tional clean speech; and (iv) non-English clean speech.

Noise data included in the training set is chosen from Au-
dioSet [12] and is identical to noise set in 4th DNS Challenge [1].
AudioSet is a collection of about 2 million human-labeled 10s sound
clips extracted from YouTube videos. There are over a million clips
in AudioSet with audio classes music and speech and less than 200
clips for classes such as toothbrush, creak, etc. Approximately 42%
of the clips have a single class, but the rest may have 2 to 15 labels.
Hence, we developed a sampling approach to balance the dataset in
such a way that each class has at least 500 clips. We also used a
speech activity detector to remove the clips with any kind of speech
activity, to strictly separate speech and noise data. Audioset clips
were made available at 44.1kHz, we upsampled those to fullband
(48 kHz). The resulting noise dataset has 152 audio classes and
60,000 clips [1]. In total, there are 181 hours of noise data in the
training set.

3.2. Development Testset

Both test sets consist of fullband audio clips recorded in real-
world scenarios collected through crowd-sourcing where workers
read provided text prompts and record their voice using desk-
top/laptop/mobile devices in the presence of noise and/or neigh-
boring talkers. We include some new noise types in the test set
covering relevant real-world scenarios, device variety and added
paralinguistic test set as new category. Our dev test set consists of
real-world test clips recorded by crowd-sourced workers.

The development test set for the non-personalized track consists
of 600 real recordings. All clips contain noisy speech in the English
language. Among these, 193 test clips have emotional speech in the
presence of noise. There are six emotion types, namely happy, sad,
angry, yelling, crying, and laughter. Crowd-sourced workers were
asked to read provided text prompts and create emotional events in
each test clip. The remaining clips contain the voice of a talker read-
ing text in the presence of the following noise types: fan, air con-
ditioner, typing, door shutting, clatter noise, car noise (i.e., standing
near a car on a busy street or standing outside the car), kitchen noise
(noise from kitchen utensils, dish scrubbing etc.), dish washer, run-
ning water, opening chips bags, munching or eating, creaking chair,
heavy breathing, copy machine, baby crying, dog barking, inside-
car noise (e.g., sitting on a passenger seat in a car which is being
driven by someone else), mouse clicks, mouse scroll wheel, touch
pad clicks, etc. Each test clip was recorded at 48 kHz with a duration
of 10 to 20 seconds. Workers were asked to record in the near-field
(close-talk) and far-field with distances of 1, 2, and 3 meters. All
test clips in the non-personalized development test set were recorded
using a laptop or desktop computer. Both development and blind
test set have 2.5 minutes of enrollment speech for primary talkers



to be used in personalized denoising. PDNS leverages speaker em-
bedding (features) for preserving only the primary talker in a noisy
environment while suppressing the neighboring talkers and noise.
The development test set for the personalized track consists of 1443
real recordings. All clips contain noisy speech in the English lan-
guage. Among these, 193 test clips have emotional speech in the
presence of noise and are identical to the emotional test clips in the
non-personalized track. There are 737 test clips where the primary
talker reads the provided text in the presence of the same noise types
as those in the non-personalized track. Each test clip was recorded
at 48 kHz with a duration of 10–20 seconds. Workers were asked
to record in the near-field (close-talk) and far-field with distances of
1, 2, and 3 meters. There are 166 test clips with the primary talker
speaking in the presence of a neighboring talker and noise where
both the noise and neighboring talker are simultaneously active in
the primary talker’s background. There are 347 test clips where the
primary talker is speaking in the presence of a neighboring speaker
with no background noise. Thus, we have simulated three scenar-
ios for PDNS: (i) primary talker in the presence of noise; (ii) pri-
mary talker in the presence of neighboring talker; and (iii) primary
talker in the presence of simultaneously active neighboring talker
and noise. All test clips in the personalized development test set
were recorded using a laptop or desktop computer.

3.3. Blind Testset

We include some new noise types in the test set covering relevant
real-world scenarios, device variety and added paralinguistic test
set as new category. Blind testset consists of real testclips which
were not previously used in any challenge and not otherwise avail-
able publically. Our test set consists of real-world test clips recorded
by crowd-sourced workers. Some of the devices used for collecting
blind set includes [list of devices]. Blind set clips were chosen to
confirm blind set specifications which were also shared with crowd-
sourced workers. We performed rigorous quality assurance (QA) to
ensure blind set is representative of real-world scenarios in terms of
speaker variety, device variety, variety in acoustic scenarios, differ-
ent direct-to-reverb-ratio (DRR), different T60 which is achieved by
changing the relative and absolute position of primary and interfer-
ing talkers, noise source and presence of reflecting surfaces etc.

Unlike previous challenges, Blind testset in this challenge con-
tains paralinguistic test clips. These contains standard forms of par-
alanguage [13] including but not limited to The throat-clear, ”hmm”
or ”mhm”, ”Huh?” or ”what?, Gasps, Sighs, Moans and groans, De-
ceptive speech, Sincere speech, Speech with high-base, Speech with
high-pitch, Speech with low-pitch, Confident speech, Tired speech
(when talker is tired), Persuasive speech, Voice change mid-clip (i.e.
mimicry in last 50% of the clip).

Blind testset will also include emotional speech including but
not limited to happy, sad, angry, yelling, crying, and laughter. Blind
testset include real test clips with high reverberation, high reverber-
ation with noise, and noise in presence of interfering talkers. Test-
set noises include but not limited to Office scenarios (Typing, AC,
Door shutting, Eating/munching, Copy machine, Squeaking chair,
Notification sounds etc.), Home scenarios (Baby crying, Dogs, TV,
Radiators, hair dryer, kitchen noise, running water etc.), Appliances
(Washer Dryer, Dishwasher, Coffee maker, kitchen noise, Vacuum
cleaner etc.), Fire alarm, Car, Inside parked car on busy road, In-
car neighboring talkers, Traffic Road, Car noise (from machinery,
control systems, turn signal etc.), Café, Coffee machine, Blender,
Background babble, Airport Announcements etc.

4. EVALUATION SETUP

4.1. Baseline Models

Along with training datasets and testsets, we also provide a baseline
model (or enhanced clips) for both tracks.

Baseline models were personalized and non-personalized vari-
ants of models presented in [14].

4.2. Subjective Evaluation

4.2.1. Cleaning Enrollment Clips

We cleaned (enhanced) enrollment clips with a non-causal model
based on E3Net architecture [15]. The subjective evaluation uses
only 5s of enrollment speech. We manually choose a 5s segment ei-
ther from the enhanced enrollment clip ensure all long pause (¿0.2s)
are removed and resulting 5s audio is normalized to ensure eas-
ier recognition of primary talker by human raters. The non-causal
DSE model is a fullband time domain domain based on end-to-end
enhancement network (E3Net) which was originally proposed for
the task of personalized speech enhancement using wideband sig-
nals [15].

Non-causal model is non-personalized and is trained to remove
background noise and reverberation for fullband speech. This model
uses a learnable encoder and decoder instead of STFT and iSTFT
which can mitigate the problem of imperfect phase reconstruction
that exists in most time-frequency based speech enhancement meth-
ods. This model is based on 20ms frames with a stride of 10ms. The
core block in non-causal model is a bidirectional LSTM which of-
fers improved performance for offline processing which is suitable
for enhancing enrollment clips for subjective evaluations.

This model was trained on training clean speech and noise from
he 4th DNS challenge [16]. Impulse responses used for training
this model consists of 150,000 simulated impulse responses at sam-
pling rate 48kHz using the Image Source method [17]. The rever-
berant speech and noise signals were mixed with a signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) drawn from a Gaussian distribution with N(-5,20) dB.
All training samples were 10s segments. Training data consists of
synthesized 1000 hours of fullband data. For increasing the robust-
ness of the model with respect to audios with different bandwidths,
namely narrowband and wideband audios, we also downsampled
half of the 1000 hours training set to 16kHz and 8kHz respectively
and upsampled them back to 48 kHz and combined these with the
training set. Thus, the final training dataset has 3000 hours of data.

4.2.2. Personalized P.835 Framework

This challenge relies on ITU-T P.835 [7] subjective evaluation
framework. A modified version (Personalized) ITU-T P.835 was
used for measuring the performance of personalized DSE models.
Personalized P.835 framework uses 5s of clean enrollment speech
for primary talkers to help human raters recognize the primary
talker’s voice while assigning subjective scores. Human raters were
instructed to focus on the quality of the voice of the primary talker
when two or more talkers were present in a test clip. In addition, per-
sonalized P.835 subjective framework is improved to include voice
recognition, better spam filtering and more accurate evaluation of
enhanced testclips with noise and neighboring talkers.

In all test clips, we have only one primary talker in enrollment
clip while noisy test clip may have noise, reverberation, one or more
neighboring talkers in addition to a primary talker. The goal of DSE



Fig. 1. Results: Personalized P.835 subjective evaluation, Word Accuracy (WAcc) and Challenge metric (Score) computed on blind testset
for all teams in (a) Track-1 Headset; (b) Track-2 Speakerphone.

models is to preserve primary talker’s speech while suppressing ev-
erything else.

Crowd-sourced workers doing subjective evaluation are in-
structed to rate interfering talkers as undesirable signal so the model
which suppresses interfering talkers is rated higher. Personalized
P.835 subjective framework provides three scores, namely speech
quality (SIG), background noise quality (BAK), and overall audio
quality (OVRL). We evaluated all challenge models through our
Personalized P.835 framework to get the subjective ratings used for
computing the challenge metric.

4.3. Word Accuracy

We computed word accuracy (WAcc) from a state-of-the-art speech
recognition system. We did WAcc computation ourselves during last
week of the challenge to ensure all models are evaluated in exactly
same way. WAcc is an objective metric for measuring the impact
of speech enhancement on speech recognition transcription service.
WAcc is defined as
WAcc = 1− WER,

where WER is the word error rate of speech recognition system.
We transcribed the entire blind set for both tracks to obtained the
ground-truth. Dev testset was not transcribed. We computed WAcc
results internally. Unlike subjective P.835 framework which uses
only 7s of manually chosen segment from noisy or enhanced clips,
WAcc engine uses entire testclips. Blind set test clips are of different
duration from 10s to more than 6 minutes.

Blind testset was collected from crowd-sourced data collection
using various recording apps where the worker was provided with
a text prompts to read from. Since there are often reading errors,
omissions of words etc., prompts do not reflect the correction tran-
scription. We used a five step approach to obtain ground-truth tran-
scription for blind testset. In first step, we just obtain the prompts
for each testclips in blind set. In second step, we obtained the tran-
scripts from the state-of-the-art speech recognition engine for each
testclips in blind set. In third step, expert human listeners listened
each testclips and generated the corresponding human transcripts.
Expert listeners were advised to listen audio clips several times un-
til they were confident about their transcription. In fourth step, we
compute word error rate (WER) for each testclip in blind set. Then,
the testclips with WER ¿ 0.5 were chosen for fifth round of listening.

In fifth round of listening, human listeners listen the clips with WER
¿ 0.5 and validated/corrected the human transcriptions. We found
that a very few clips were needed to be corrected at fifth stage this
elucidates the robustness of our transcription approach.

We found that several clips in blind set results had WER ¿
0.5, it is often due to insertion error where DSE models leaked
the secondary talker’s voice and those speech were transcribed by
speech recognition engine. During five step approach for generating
ground-truth transcription, we found out that there were several
clips where neighboring talker was sounding very similar to primary
talker (e.g., same accent, same gender, similar loudness and sitting
close to each other), some of those clips took more than 10 times
listening to correctly transcribe, some of those were not possible to
transcribe and hence skipped. Thus, our WAcc was computed over
entire duration of selected clips with ground-truth transcripts. It is
important to note that speech recognition engine is not personalized
and does not use any enrollment speech to focus on primary talker.
In future, it would be interesting to develop a personalized speech
recognition engine. WAcc ground-truth transcripts only contained
words spoken by the primary talker, thus treating interfering talker
as undesirable signal.

4.4. Challenge Metric

Like past challenges, models in both tracks were ranked in terms
of a final score obtained by weighted average of subjective P.835
scores and word accuracy (WAcc). Four metrics, three personalized
P.835 subjective scores namely SIG, BAK, OVRL and WAcc from
a speech recognition system were used to evaluate challenge mod-
els. Metrics on the blind test set were combined into a final score
for ranking the models. Higher WAcc shows superior speech en-
hancement performance with respect to speech recognition. Higher
P.835 scores shows better subjective speech quality. The final score
is computed as
Final score = 0.5[WAcc + 0.25(OVRL − 1)].

We evaluated the submitted models based on Personalized ITU-
T P.835 subjective evaluation scores, namely speech quality (SIG),
background noise quality (BAK), and overall audio quality (OVRL),
and WAcc from a state-of-the-art speech recognition system. WAcc
is an objective metric for measuring the impact of speech enhance-
ment on speech recognition transcription service.



5. RESULTS & DISCUSSIONS

There were 11 submissions in Track-1 and 11 submissions in Track-
2 out of which 10 teams participated in both tracks. Almost all mod-
els in both tracks were personalized models. We had two baseline
models for Track-1 out of which one was non-personalized model.
We had personalized model as baseline for Track-2. By dint of
acoustic properties of primary speech in a headset scenarios, a non-
personalized model may be able to suppress neighboring talkers and
noise, hence we included a non-personalized model. Each team was
asked to provide enhanced clips from their models. Teams were al-
lowed to submit maximum of two models (at most one personalized
and at most one non-personalized) per track. Since subjective eval-
uations may take very long-time if number of submitted models is
large, we ask participants to provide their Preference of models. We
chose the first Preference model from each team in their respective
tracks for subjective evaluations. We also conducted a dev testset
subjective evaluation based on enhanced dev set and provided the
results to participants.

Fig. 1 show the subjective personalized P.835 scores, WAcc and
challenge metric (Score) for all teams sorted in decreasing order of
performance. dMOS for SIG, BAK, OVRL refers to the difference
in SIG, BAK, OVRL between the enhanced clip and corresponding
noisy clip. Similarly, dWAcc is the difference in WAcc between the
enhanced clip and noisy clip. We conducted ANOVA test on top
models in each track to determine statistical significance (see https:
//aka.ms/5th-dns-challenge) for ANOVA results.

6. CONCLUSIONS

This challenge has a more diverse blind test set collected through
crowdsourcing using multiple data vendors. We included paralin-
guistic testclips and leakage testclips in blind set. We enhanced
and chose the enrollment speech segment for primary talkers, and
noisy segment from testclips to ensure robust subjective evaluations.
We verified if winning models are causal with helps of our NRT
testset. Results show degradation in signal quality (SIG) for most
of the models. It may be due to two reasons: (i) testset is signifi-
cantly challenging; (ii) Personalized model end up suppressing the
primary talker. Noticeable SIG degradation’s happen due to suppres-
sion of primary talker’s speech and/or leakage of interfering talker
and noise. Detailed analysis of results from current and previous
DNS challenges will be covered in our extended OJSP journal pa-
per. We encourage all the challenge participants and readers to send
us their feedback and contribute to DNS Challenge repository.
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